Lethally sexy undercover agent Stefan Prakenskii knows a thousand ways to kill a man-and twice as many ways to pleasure a woman. So he’s looking forward to his new mission: arrive in the coastal town of Sea Haven and insinuate himself in the life of Judith Henderson, an ethereal beauty with ties to the crime lord he’s determined to trap...

My Personal Review:
I suffered through Water Bound because it was Christine Feehan. I even purchased Spirit Bound because, hey, she’s entitled to a not-so-good-book. It is becoming more commonplace for authors of series to begin to change mythology or characters and it is a trend that is totally frustrating me. How can you have your loyal readers read books about Jonas, Jackson and Ilya as well as all the powerful Drake sister and then relegate them to unaware, unnecessary afterthoughts? How is it that Ilya isn’t even a factor in this book as a player? other than mentioning that he is the younger brother and Oh, by the way happens to be living in the same small town with all of the powers that his brothers have combined? Jonas suddenly becomes an okey-dokey type of sheriff? I understand that this a new series but don’t undermine/re-write all of the previous character development you did prior to this series. The reason I read Water Bound was for some updates on the Drakes.

It also seems like this series is going to portray the Drakes as being impediments/pseudo-enemies in this series; how is that possible? I found Judith to be likeable as a character but the build-up to her powers and abilities left me feeling let-down when she actually put them to use. It didn’t seem like she could do much at all. Stefan made sense in the way that all of the Prakenskii characters make sense (they are dark, antisocial, gorgeous and powerful) I don’t know how much else Feehnan can do to distinguish them other than change, their powers, hair/eye color. I just realized as I typed this that the same descriptor can be used for her Carpathian novels but I digress. At least in the Carpathian novels they freely admit that they are over-protective, chauvinist that can be excused by the fact that they were born centuries ago. The
overbearing/domineering nature of the Prakenskii male in this novel can get to be a bit too much. Judith is the perfect foil for that since she pretty much stands around looking guilty, beautiful and helpless. I’ve reached my limit of spending my money on this series from now on I will borrow a copy from the library.
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